
 

        Exclusive Investment Opportunity: Shape the Future of AI Education!         

  Introducing a $8 Million Stock Offering by AI Online Developer +! 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & BUSINESS PLAN 

AI Online Developer + Inc.  

Mark Kembel  

12505 NE 116th St, A35  

Kirkland, Washington  

Email: mhkembel@gmail.com  

Direct Line & WhatsApp: 1.425-324-8264 

“Learn Tomorrow’s Technology Today with Artificial Intelligence” 

______________________________________________________________________  

AI Online Developer Plus Inc. (referred to from hereon in as the Company) was 

established as an S Corporation with the expectation of rapid expansion in the technical 

online training industry. The Company solicits financial backing to be able to introduce 

its new service (described below). Website aiondevplus.com. 

Funding Request Option  

The Company will sell 800,000 preferred shares for $10.00 per share, a total of 

$8,000,000.00, to be used for the following purposes listed in the marketing section. 

There is no limit to how many shares one person can buy. The company reserves the 

right to purchase the stock first before outsiders buy the stock. The company also gets 

the right to transfer the stock to its books if the stockholder wishes to sell. If the 

stockholder dies the transfer of stock will go to the beneficiaries. The stock must be held 

for at least two years. All stock to be purchased in U.S. dollars from foreign investors. 

Minimum investment $2,500.00 or 250 preferred shares.  

To get financial projections for sales just email us. But here's the more exhilarating part: 

I invite you to be part of our journey. We're opening an opportunity for $8 Million in seed 

funding. These funds will be meticulously allocated to amplify our outreach (advertising), 

hire an elite sales force, and onboard a seasoned Marketing Manager who'd helm the 
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ship with their expertise and vision. Other financing avenues are also on the table, and 

we're flexible in discussions.  

Business Description  

The Company was formed 0n 04/15/2019 as S Corporation under state laws and 

headed by Mark Kembel. We became a C Corporation on 01/07/2021 with the IRS. 

Mark worked six years at Microsoft as a Software Test Engineer and Test Lead and 

Seven years as the CEO of interTest.com Inc., a technical training company. Over four 

years CEO of Online Developer + Inc. Performed marketing, sales, and management in 

both training companies. AI Online Developer + is an online training platform that 

provides courses for both technical and non-technical people. 

    Why Invest with Us?  

1. Pioneering AI Courses: Dive into the future with our cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence 

courses. From Generative Programming with Chat GPT to Software Testing harnessing 

AI & Python, we're at the forefront of technological education.  

2. Seamless Cloud Integration: As the world moves to the cloud, so do we! Our courses 

will be accessible anytime, anywhere, ensuring a flexible and uninterrupted learning 

experience.  

3. Innovative Assessment Tools: Say goodbye to traditional testing. We're developing 

our very own quiz program for holistic and effective final assessments.  

4. Expanding Our Team: To ensure our vision reaches every corner of the globe, we're 

bringing onboard a dedicated sales staff and a marketing manager. 

5. Strategic Partnership: We're in advanced talks with a top development house, 

ensuring top-notch course content stands out in the market.  

6. Exclusive Perks for Investors: Get complimentary access to our course library. Equip 

yourself with the knowledge of the very technology you're investing in!  

7. Learn the technology from the beginner level. 

       Ready to be a part of this revolutionary journey? Reach out directly to Mark Kembel 

at markkembel@gmail.com and take the first step towards shaping the future of AI 

education and technology! NEW EDUCATION FOR AI BEGINNERS COMING NEXT 

YEAR. We will help Microsoft by educating the non-technical people on Artificial 

Intelligence. Website: aiondevplus.com Invest in the future. Invest in AI Online 

Developer +.  

A.I. will not replace you, Someone using A.I. will. 

 



AI Online Developer + is an online training platform that provides courses in various 

fields, including data science. Online training platforms like AI Online Developer + have 

become increasingly popular in recent years due to their flexibility, accessibility, and 

affordability. Students can learn at their own pace and on their own schedule, without 

having to attend a physical classroom or adhere to a rigid curriculum. The purpose of a 

stock offering for an online training platform like AI Online Developer + could be to raise 

funds for expansion or to invest in new technology and resources to enhance the quality 

of their courses. This could include hiring more experienced instructors, developing new 

and relevant course content, improving the platform's user interface, or expanding their 

reach to new markets. 

Risk for company 

 As a startup AI software company, there are several risks that could impact the success 

of your business. One major risk is the fast-paced nature of the industry and the 

constant evolution of technology. This can make it difficult to keep up with the latest 

advancements and maintain a competitive edge. Failure to stay up to date with industry 

trends and innovation could lead to your product becoming outdated and losing market 

share. 

Sales Plan  

1. Hire two full time Saleswomen, one with college educator experience & another with 

phone sales. 

 2. Buy lists for calling the B2B, Colleges and Individuals.  

3. Use our sales lists of over 4,000 Colleges  

4. Hire a professional marketing person to handle where to market.  

5. Colleges will advertise our courses on their websites and their catalogs  

6. Live seminars locally to recruit students  

7. Testimonials from successful students. This was the best advertising I did in my first 

training business.  

8. Employment Agencies & Recruiters  

9. Computer stores with flyers with discounts for courses 

Business Mission  

The business mission of AI Online Developer + Inc. is to become a leading provider of 

technical training for both technical and non-technical on a global scale. Specifically, the 

company aims to offer courses in Artificial Intelligence and Software Testing, two fields 

that have seen tremendous growth in recent years and are projected to continue to do 

so. To achieve its mission, AI Online Developer + Inc. would need to establish a strong 



brand and reputation for quality training programs that are relevant to the current and 

future needs of the industry. OpenAI.com is an essential tool in training in several areas 

of Data Science, including Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. As a cutting-

edge AI research organization, OpenAI provides valuable resources such as software 

libraries, pre-trained models, and research papers that can assist in the teaching of AI 

Data Science courses. 

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment of computer and 

information research scientists, which includes data scientists, is projected to grow 15% 

from 2019 to 2029, much faster than the average for all occupations. In addition, 

LinkedIn's 2021 Emerging Jobs Report identified data scientists as the third most in 

demand job in the United States, with a 46% year-over-year growth rate in hiring. The 

demand for data science workers is not limited to the United States; it is a global 

phenomenon. In fact, a report from the World Economic Forum predicted that by 2025, 

there will be a global shortage of 85 million skilled workers, including data scientists, in 

the fields of data analysis, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. 

New Non-Technical Program for 2024  

A special program for non-technical individuals to get started in Artificial Intelligence.  

We have rewritten the Machine Learning course and the Python course to learn by 

example. The new Beginner’s package will include a Basic Python course.  Python is 

used in Artificial Intelligence considerably.  Once we get the new user educated enough, 

they should be able to excel to the next level of being a professional AI user.  We have 

an Introduction to Robotics course as well in this program.   

OpenAI.com potential to make courses easier in the learning process. We will include 

some instructions for students to use it in their studies. It can make specific information 

easier to understand.  We will also focus on Microsoft Co Pilot to learn and do work.  

Once you take these courses you will be able to step into a job in AI or keep your job. 

Courses for beginners:  $395.00 – On website view “Learning AI Lingo” 

➢ Introduction to Artificial Intelligence by Intel. 

➢ Basic Python programming. 

➢ Machine Learning to teach creating a Histogram.  

➢ OpenAI.com course on how to use it to solve math problems. 

➢ Microsoft Co Pilot course and how to use it.  

Data Science Program:  $595.00 – Basic & Adv. Python courses free with program 

➢ Lesson 1: Introduction to Data Science 
➢ Lesson 2: Introduction to Artificial Intelligence by Intel 
➢ Lesson 3: Basic Linear Math 
➢ Lesson 4: Machine Learning 
➢ Lesson 5: Data Science Python 
➢ Lesson 6: Microsoft Power BI Charting 



New Advanced Programs and A.I. Library for 2024 

A.I. Program Manager for the person who wants to get a lift to their job position and 

make more money.  In the technology market software testers are perfect fits for the 

position with their experience.  Other fields also need A.I. Program Managers for their 

businesses. 

Are you ready to dive into the cutting-edge world of Artificial Intelligence? Look no 

further than our AI Library, where knowledge meets opportunity! 

For just $995.00, you'll gain access to a comprehensive bundle of 4 courses designed 

to propel your understanding of AI to new heights. Our carefully curated selection 

includes Deep Learning, Natural Learning Process, Computer Vision, Reinforced 

Learning, AI Program Manager, Agile Development, Language Processing and 

Robotics. With each course, you'll delve into the intricacies of AI, exploring its 

applications and unlocking the secrets behind its functionality. 

 

 


